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‘Cool’ black barn wins supreme award

A

n innovative black barn
structure has been
awarded the 2014 Supreme
National ADNZ
(Architectural Designers
of New Zealand)/Resene
Architectural Design Award.
Designed by Waikato designer
Tane Cox of Red Architecture, the
award was announced last month
at an awards ceremony in the Bay
of Islands.
The Supreme Award Winner is
selected from across all categories
including commercial design,
residential new homes,
alterations and multi-unit
dwellings.
This year’s winner, Modern
Barn Form, is a subtle,
economical and clever design
centred on two black barn-like
structures located in rural
Whatawhata in the Waikato. One
of the black barn structures
houses the main living and
sleeping areas for the property
while the entry and ablutions are
in block forms to the south. The
secondary black barn form holds
the garage which is detached from
the main dwelling.
‘‘It’s a home that the client has
been stoked with, and although
modest in appearance, the two
black barn-like structures are
hard to miss when it reveals itself
as you wind round a quiet
country road,’’ says designer,
Tane Cox. ‘‘The house won’t be
everyone’s idea of perfect, but I
think the approach to the design
is an important aspect that
anyone can take on board
regardless of whether they want
to spend a little or a lot. To me,
there’s nothing worse than a
house that’s designed around a
grand entrance or a certain new
cladding material or a ‘style’ or
‘feature’ that is not fitting for the
environment. Designs that are
simple and fit their context will
always in my opinion achieve
their architectural

responsibility.’’
ADNZ general manager, Astrid
Andersen, says Tane Cox’s work
is an exciting glimpse at where
young designers are taking home
building in New Zealand.
‘‘This design is a true
testament to the innovation and
creativity of young New Zealand
designers – in particular it
demonstrates how young
designers are proving
inventiveness and good design is
possible with a limited budget. It
is such a cool, ingenious and
economical design and I for one
eagerly anticipate great things in
the future for this talented
designer. To be able to take
something as simple as a barn
structure and use that as the basis
for such an astonishing design
form is testament to the skill and
ability of Tane. Architectural
design should thrill, challenge
and excite us and this work does
all of that.’’
In addition to the Supreme
Award winner, eight other
designs from across the country
received national awards. On
these pages we feature the
residential award winners as well
as one intriguing commercial
interior.
The judging panel included Dr
Andrew Barrie, Professor of
Design at the School of
Architecture and Planning,
Auckland University; Dr Duncan
Joiner, chief architect at the
Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment; and awardwinning architectural designer
Graham Sawell.
❯❯ Continued on 20
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Subtle and clever: Tane Cox, of Red Architecture, won the
supreme award for Modern Barn Form, in Whatawhata,
Waikato. The home also won the award for Residential New
Home between 150 sq m and 300 sq m, sponsored by Gerard
Roofs; and was a joint winner of the Residential Interiors
award. Described as ‘a subtle and clever design centred on
two black barn-like structures,’ the home uses vertical run
steel as the primary cladding, together with bricks from a
warehouse that was a casualty of the Christchurch
earthquakes. A cedar clad recess was cut at the centre of the
house and provides a covered outdoor area.
Judges said: ‘‘The crisp barn-like forms of the house rest
comfortably in its meadowed site. Within this prismatic form,
small additions and subtractions create wonderfully modified
connections between the light-filled interiors and the
landscape. Within the inventive use of simple, often industrial
materials invest the spaces with liveliness and charm.’’
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Modest but sharp: David Maurice, of Ltd Architecture,
won the Residential Compact New Home up to 150 sq m
award, sponsored by the Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment for his design at Duncansby Rd, in Red
Beach, Northland. The small, simple but elegant coastal
family home is built on a very steep site. The view is
strongly framed between the projecting deck and the
canopy. In time, vegetation will grow below and around
the structure, re-stabilising the site and allowing good
permeability. The living platform will then be suspended
over lush, green coastal vegetation.
Judges commented: ‘‘The planning layout which
complements the simple box form provides good solar
orientation and expansive views over the Hauraki Gulf.
The fine detailing of the interior and exterior supports
the overall modest but sharp concept.’’
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Bold and elegant: Kris Wilson, of Design House Architecture Ltd, won the
Residential Alterations and Additions award for the Norton House, in Coromandel.
The brief called for a simplistic contemporary aesthetic and layout to suit laid back
coastal living and ease of entertaining. Enhancement of the cliff top outlook was a
primary consideration. The response was to extend and enhance the existing
basement structure, floating a contrasting glazed cube upper level beyond. Areas
are organised casually around a central kitchen and two outside spaces positioned
for alternate sun and wind conditions.
Judges commented: ‘‘This conversion of a simple coastal house has produced a
bold and elegant design. The existing house has been absorbed into a clear
disciplined plan with crisp detailing. Colours and materials create a collection of
calm spaces from which to enjoy the spectacular natural environment.’’
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Pacific tradition: Greg Young, of Life Style Architecture, won an
International Entry award and was joint winner of the Residential
Interiors award for Marina Point, in Denarau, Fiji. The holiday home,
designed for two New Zealand families, embraces what is traditional
in Fiji rather than in New Zealand. It features four bures with
separate functions which are accessed individually through
boardwalks, reminiscent of local resorts. Construction materials
have been locally sourced whenever possible. The buildings are also
naturally ventilated using louvres and breeze ways, with rainwater
retention.
Judges commented: ‘‘This vivid interior conveys the mode of
construction of traditional Pacific forms in a contemporary language.
The house provides luxurious living in a tropical environment.’’
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Alpine grandeur: Gary Todd, of Gary Todd Architecture, won the award for Residential New
Home over 300 sq m, sponsored by James Hardie, for II Viaggio, in Queenstown. Set on a 2.4 ha
rural block, this Central Otago modernist home merges into the terraces overlooking the
Shotover River, stretched east-west to offer views of Coronet Peak and surrounding mountains
to the north, and Ferry Hill to the south.
Judges commented: ‘‘The robust forms of this house match the scale and texture of the alpine
landscape. The clearly articulated plan provides for various kinds of occupation. Despite the
large scale of the house it manages to combine grandeur with intimate spaces. Well resolved and
consistently detailed.’’
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Urban renewal: Brent Alexander, of The Design Studio, won the Residential Multi Unit
Dwelling Architectural Design Award for the Heritage View Townhouses, in Dunedin.
These modern townhouses have a traditional gabled form and sit comfortably among
their Victorian neighbours. Each unit is deceptively large at 190 sq m and has provision
for a future lift. Large north-eastern windows enable great sun and harbour views.
Judges commented: ‘‘Within challenging parameters, this project deals with heritage
requirements, planning constraints and economic working imperatives. This worthy
contribution to urban intensification is composed of simple gable forms.’’
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Radical and quirky: Pippin Wright-Stow, of F3 Design, won a Commercial Interior award
for SiloStay, at Little River. SiloStay is a collection of re-purposed grain silos designed to
function as serviced apartments. The apartment complex comprises eight individual silo
units, an accessible ground level silo, a high tech energy generating silo, and an on-site
waste water treatment facility.
Judges commented: ‘‘This radical proposition is executed with finesse. Industrial
materials and details are invested with sophistication. It looks like a fun place to spend a
night and to discover the quirky details.’’
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